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In order to elucidate the magnetic nature of KxCoO2 in the vicinity of x=0.5, we have measured positive
muon spin rotation and relaxation ��+SR� spectra using polycrystalline samples of x=0.6, 4 /7, and 0.5 in the
temperature range between 1.8 and 300 K. A zero-field spectrum suggests the existence of localized but
disordered moments below 20 K for the x=0.6 sample, whereas the spectra reveal the absence of magnetic
moments in the x=4/7 sample. Combining our �+SR results with the results of resistivity and susceptibility
measurements, it is found that the phase boundary between the Curie-Weiss metal and Pauli-paramagnetic
metal exists between x=0.6 and 4/7. For the rhombohedral x=0.5 sample �i.e., � phase�, the quasistatic
antiferromagnetic �AF� order appears below 58 K �=TN�, and the whole sample enters into the AF phase below
TN, as in the case for the hexagonal �-K0.5CoO2. This suggests that the interplane interaction is most unlikely
to be crucial for determining the magnetic nature of the CoO2 plane. The complex T dependence of the internal
AF fields, particularly the drastic change at the charge-order transition temperature �TCO=20 K�, is qualita-
tively explained by the change in the muon sites induced by charge order in the CoO2 planes.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.76.104412 PACS number�s�: 75.30.Kz, 75.50.Ee, 76.75.�i, 75.25.�z

I. INTRODUCTION

The KxCoO2 �KCO� system, in which Co ions form a
two-dimensional triangular lattice by the connection of edge-
sharing CoO6 octahedra much like the case for NaxCoO2
�NCO� system, was recently investigated by several experi-
mental techniques.1–3 This is because KCO is a good refer-
ence material for understanding the nature of NCO, which
exhibits a variety of fascinating physical phenomena: uncon-
ventional transport properties for NCO with x�0.7,4 long-
range antiferromagnetic �AF� order with TN�22 K for x
�0.75,5–7 two successive transitions �TN=87 K and TCO
=53 K, where TCO symbolizes the charge-order transition� in
x=0.5,8 and superconductivity with Tc=5 K for x=0.35 and
absorbed water.9

In contrast to NCO where the doping concentration can
usually be set precisely, the K content x is very difficult to
control in a wide x range.10 Indeed, only the KCO with 0.5
�x�0.6 is available by conventional solid-state reaction
and/or crystal growth techniques. This is probably due to the
competition between the size of alkali ions, i.e., the inter-
plane distance and the electrostatic repulsion of the adjacent
CoO2 planes. That is, a smaller distance requires much alkali
ions to shield the repulsion between the O ions in the adja-
cent CoO2 planes. Because of the unavailability of suitable
KCO materials, the overall picture of the magnetism of the
CoO2 plane in KCO is still unknown, particularly in the x
range above 0.75.

Nonetheless, it was found that hexagonal K0.49CoO2 with
a space group P63/mmc also undergoes two successive tran-
sitions at TN�60 K and �20 K by a positive muon spin
spectroscopy ��+SR� experiment,1 while K0.49CoO2 is metal-
lic down to 4 K by both susceptibility ��� and resistivity ���

measurements. Interestingly, the �+SR experiment on hex-
agonal K0.48CoO2 crystals, which clearly exhibit both an AF
transition at TN and a metal-to-insulator transition at TCO,
provided an almost equivalent result to that for metallic
K0.49CoO2.11 Furthermore, since the whole T dependences of
the internal magnetic field �Hint� for both K0.49CoO2 and
K0.48CoO2 detected by �+SR are similar to that for
Na0.5CoO2,12,13 the microscopic magnetic nature of the CoO2
plane with the average Co valence of �3.5 is confirmed to
be of a common type for both NCO and KCO. This implies
that the AF phase appears in the very narrow x range of
KCO, as in the case for NCO,8 although there is no informa-
tion on the phase boundary of the AF phase for KCO with
x�0.5.

It should be, however, noted that the interplane distance,
i.e., the relevant interaction length scale between the adjacent
CoO2 planes �three-dimensional interaction�, also plays a
significant role in determining TN and/or TCO of KCO and
NCO with x�0.5, because the magnitude of TN �TCO� of
KCO is lower by 27 K �33 K� than that of NCO. Here, the
interplane distance in KCO with x�0.5 is about 0.625 nm,
whereas that for NCO, it is about 0.556 nm. Furthermore, the
a-axis length, i.e., the length of the Co–Co bond in the CoO2
plane, which determines the two-dimensional interaction, is
common for both NCO and KCO. Recent �+SR studies on
LixCoO2 �LCO� clarified the absence of magnetic order in
LixCoO2 with 0.1�x	1,14,15 although the AF and/or
charge-order transitions are naturally expected to exist for
LCO with x=0.5 if the interplane distance is a crucial factor
for spin and charge orders.

The K-ordered phase K4Co7O14 �equivalent to x=4/7
=0.5714. . .� was recently synthesized by a conventional
solid-state reaction technique together with an additional an-
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nealing in an oxygen flow.16 The ordering of K+ ions leads to
a supercell with �7aH
�7aH, where aH ��0.28 nm� is the
a-axis length of the CoO2 plane in hexagonal setting. Since
the ��T� curve exhibits a Pauli-paramagnetic behavior and �
decreases monotonically with decreasing T, K4Co7O14 is pre-
sumably thought to lack magnetic order down to 4.2 K. Fur-
thermore, the K-disordered phase K0.6CoO2, in which K+

ions are randomly located at the regular K sites, is also
available.10 The � measurement showed that K0.6CoO2 is
metallic down to 4.2 K, although the ��T� curve exhibits a
rapid increase with lowering T below 100 K �a Curie-Weiss-
like behavior�. However, considering the existence of the AF
order in metallic K0.49CoO2, we also need to investigate the
magnetic nature of KCO with x=4/7 and 0.6 by microscopic
magnetic measurements to determine the AF region in the
phase diagram of KCO.

In addition, it is worth noting that there are two stable
phases for KCO with x=0.5: one is a hexagonal phase with a
space group P63/mmc and the other a rhombohedral phase
with a space group R3m. The former is called P2 or � phase,
while the latter P3 or � phase. For both structures, the K+

layer is sandwiched by two adjacent CoO2 planes so as to set
K+ ions at the center of the prism formed by the nearest
neighboring six oxygens. The sequence of the stacking of
oxygen layers in the � phase is represented as A-B-B-A,
while in the � phase, A-B-B-C-C-A, where A, B, and C are
named similar for the stacking sequence in the face centered
cubic close-packed structure.17 Since �-K0.5CoO2 is synthe-
sized at �600 °C, whereas �-K0.5CoO2 is at 450 °C, the
�-phase samples are usually obtained by single crystal
growth. Indeed, the K0.49CoO2 and K0.48CoO2 single crystals
for our past �+SR work were assigned to be the � phase;
from now on, we will call the two crystals as �-K�0.5CoO2
for simplicity. There are, to the authors’ knowledge, no stud-
ies on the � phase.

Among several magnetic measurement techniques, �+SR
is particularly sensitive to the local magnetic environment,
because the �+ only feels Hint due to its nearest neighbors
and is specially sensitive to short-range magnetic order,
which sometimes appears in low-dimensional systems, while
both neutron scattering and � measurements mainly detect
long-range magnetic order; if the correlation length is very
short, neutron diffraction peaks broaden and eventually dis-
appear.

Here, we report on both weak �relative to the spontaneous
internal fields in the ordered state� transverse-field �wTF�
�+SR and zero field �ZF� �+SR, for polycrystalline �-KCO
samples with x=0.6 and 4/7 and a �-K0.5CoO2 sample at
temperatures between 1.8 and 300 K. The former method is
sensitive to local magnetic order via the shift of the �+ spin
precession frequency in the applied field and the enhanced
�+ spin relaxation, while ZF-�+SR is uniquely sensitive to
weak local magnetic �dis�order in samples exhibiting quasi-
static paramagnetic moments.

II. EXPERIMENT

Powder samples of KxCoO2 with x=0.5, 4 /7, and 0.6
were prepared at ICMCB-CNRS by a solid-state reaction

technique using reagent grade KOH and Co3O4 powders as
starting materials. A mixture of KOH and Co3O4 was heated
at 600 °C for 12 h in a dry-oxygen flow and then furnace
cooled down to 300 °C with a rate of 1 °C/min. The prepa-
ration and characterization of these samples were reported in
greater detail elsewhere.10,16 The composition of the samples
was determined by an induction coupled plasma �ICP� analy-
sis. Powder x-ray diffraction analyses showed that the three
samples are almost single phase with a rhombohedral or a
hexagonal crystal system. The results of ICP and x-ray dif-
fraction analyses are summarized in Table I. We restrict our
studies to KCO with x=0.5, 4 /7, and 0.6 because of the
unavailability of the other compositions.18

Since KCO with x�0.5 is highly reactive with water in
air, the KCO disk was stored in an Ar-filled glass tube, trans-
ferred from Bordeaux to PSI, and then removed into an In-
sealed sample cell in a glovebox just before the �+SR mea-
surement. The �+SR spectra were measured at the
�E1-Dolly surface muon beamline at PSI in Switzerland.
The experimental setup and techniques were described in
detail elsewhere.19

� was measured using a superconducting quantum inter-
ference device magnetometer �MPMS, Quantum Design� in
the temperature range between 400 and 5 K under magnetic
field H�55 kOe. dc � was measured using a four-probe
method in the T range between 300 and 4.2 K.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. � and �

Figures 1�a� and 1�b� show the T dependences of � and �
for the KCO samples with x=0.6, 4 /7, and 0.5. The ��T�
curve clearly shows metallic behavior for the x=4/7 and 0.6
samples, while the metal-to-insulator transition occurs at
�60 K for the x=0.5 sample. Actually, the ��T� curve for
the x=4/7 sample exhibits Pauli-paramagnetic behavior
down to 25 K. A small increase in � below 25 K with de-
creasing T is probably due to the effect of magnetic impuri-
ties, such as Co3O4 �TN=33 K�.20 For KCO with x=0.6, as T
decreases from 350 K, � is almost T independent down to
�100 K and then increases rapidly with further decreasing
T, indicating the appearance of localized moments. On the
other hand, for KCO with x=0.5, the ��T� curve increases
monotonically with decreasing T and then exhibits a broad
maximum at 35 K then a minimum at 20 K caused by the AF
transition.

TABLE I. The composition and lattice parameters of KCO with
x=0.6, 4 /7, and 0.5. The lattice parameters of the x=0.5 sample are
represented in pseudohexagonal setting.

Nominal x x by ICP Space group
aH

�nm�
cH

�nm�

0.6 0.61 P63/mmc 0.2836�1� 1.242�1�
4/7 0.62a P63/m 0.7517�1� 1.237�1�
0.5 0.52 R3m 0.2828�1� 1.868�1�
aDue to a small amount of unreacted KOH phase �3–5 wt % �.
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In order to understand the effect of x on electronic struc-
ture, the T-independent term of � ��0� was estimated by the
general formula

��T� = �0�1 + �T2� +
C

T − �
, �1�

� =
�2kB

2

6
�D�

D
− �D�

D
�2�

E=EF

, �2�

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, D is the density of states
at the Fermi level �EF�, D� and D� are the energy derivative
of D, C is the Curie constant, and � is the Weiss tempera-
ture. The �T2 term thus comes from the shift of the Fermi
level with T in order to explain the positive slope of the ��T�
curve at high T. The Curie-Weiss �CW� term represents the
contribution of the localized moments, regardless if their ori-
gin is intrinsic or due to impurities. Note that, in order to
know the change in �0 with x roughly, we ignored both dia-
magnetic and orbital contributions to �0. However, since
LiCoO2 and NaCoO2 are insulators, their �0’s approximately
correspond to the above two contributions for KxCoO2. The

relationship between �0 and x is shown in Fig. 1�c�, together
with the results on NCO21,22 and LCO.15 The overall depen-
dence of �0 on x for KCO is found to be essentially the same
to that of NCO and LCO, although the x range of KCO is
very limited. That is, �0 increases monotonically with de-
creasing x, indicating hole doping to the CoO2 plane by re-
moving alkali ions. Since �0�x=4/7�	�0�x=0.6� for KCO,
the K ordering could reduce the interaction between holes.
Indeed, the � of the x=4/7 sample is the smallest among the
present three KCOs 	see Fig. 1�a�
.

B. �+SR

At first, Fig. 2 shows the ZF-�+SR spectrum for the three
samples at the lowest T measured in order to compare overall
changes in the microscopic magnetic nature of KCO with x.
For the x=0.6 sample, since there is a change in slope around
t�1 �s, the spectrum is found to consist of the two relax-
ation signals �fast and slow�, while that for the x=4/7
sample includes only one slow relaxation signal. On the
other hand, the spectrum for K0.5CoO2 shows clear oscilla-
tions, indicating the appearance of a static Hint at low T, as
reported for KCO with x=0.49.

1. K0.6CoO2

The ZF spectrum for K0.6CoO2 is hence fitted by a com-
bination of the two Kubo-Toyabe �KT� signals due to ran-
domly oriented magnetic moments,19

A0PZF�t� = AKT1GDGKT�t,1,�1� + AKT2GDGKT�t,2,�2� ,

�3�

where A0 is the maximum muon decay asymmetry, AKT1 and
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Temperature dependence of �a� resistivity
���, �b� susceptibility ���, and �c� the relationship between the
T-independent part of � ��0� and x for KCO with x=0.5, 4 /7, and
0.6, together with the results of NCO �Refs. 21 and 22� and LCO
�Ref. 15�. � was measured in field-cooling �FC� mode with H
=10 kOe. The solid lines in �b� show the fitting results using Eq.
�1�.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� The ZF-�+SR time spectra for the three
KxCoO2 samples at 1.8 K. The solid lines show the fitting results
using Eqs. �3�, �5�, and �6�. Each spectrum is offset by 0.1 for
clarity of display.
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AKT2 are the asymmetries of the two dynamic Gaussian-KT
signals �GDGKT�, i �i=1 and 2� is the static width of the
local frequencies at the disordered sites, and �i is the field
fluctuation rate. When �=0, GDGKT�t , ,�� is the static
Gaussian Kubo-Toyabe function Gzz

KT�t ,�.19

The results of the global fit using both ZF and
longitudinal-field �LF� spectra with LF=50 Oe are listed in
Table II together with the result using the ZF spectrum alone.
If we ignore a small discrepancy between �’s obtained by the
two different fitting methods, the result by global fitting is in
good agreement with that by usual fitting, as expected. Since
2�0.2
106 s−1, the AKT2 signal is found to come from
muons experiencing solely randomly oriented nuclear mag-
netic moments, in this case, 39K, 40K, 41K, and 59Co. On the
other hand, the muons responsible for the AKT1 signal appear
to sense also randomly oriented localized electronic mo-
ments.

In order to investigate the T dependence of the internal
field Hint created by these moments in the wide T range, the
wTF-�+SR spectrum was measured above 5 K under wTF
=50 Oe. The spectrum was well fitted by a combination of
two oscillatory signals with the same frequency ��TF� and
the initial phase ��� due to an external wTF; that is, one is a
relatively fast relaxing component represented by an expo-
nentially relaxation function and the other a slowly relaxing
component by a Gaussian-type relaxation. The former relax-
ation is caused by the appearance of Hint, and the latter by
the nuclear magnetic moments,

A0PTF�t� = Afast exp�−
�fast

2 t2

2
�cos��TFt + ��

+ ATF exp�−
�TF

2 t2

2
�cos��TFt + �� , �4�

where Afast and ATF are the asymmetries of the two signals,
and �fast and �TF are their respective Gaussian relaxation
rates.

Since �TF is determined by the nuclear magnetic moments
and there is no indication for structural phase transitions
down to 2 K in the ��T� and ��T� curves, it is reasonable to
assume that �TF is independent of T if we ignore the effect of
thermal expansion on �TF. The wTF spectra were therefore
fitted using a common �TF in the whole T range below
100 K. Figure 3 shows the T dependences of �a� normalized
asymmetries �NAi

�, �b� relaxation rates ��i�, and �c� � for
KCO with x=0.6, together with the result of the analysis of
the ZF spectrum at 1.8 and 5 K.

As T decreases from 100 K, NATF
, which roughly corre-

sponds to the volume fraction �VF� of paramagnetic �PM�
phases in a sample, levels off at its maximum �=1� down to
30 K, decreases monotonically with further decreasing T,
and reaches around 0.7 at 1.8 K, suggesting that VF of the
magnetic phase is �30%. According to the NATF

�T� curve,
NAfast

has a finite value only below 30 K, increases with de-
creasing T, and then reaches �0.3 at 1.8 K. The �fast�T�
curve appears below 30 K, accompanies the decrease �in-

TABLE II. The �+SR parameters of K0.6CoO2 sample. The data in the first row were obtained by global
fitting the ZF and LF spectra using Eq. �3�, whereas those in the second and third rows by fitting the ZF
spectrum alone.

Fit
T

�K� AKT1

1

�106 s−1�
�1

�106 s−1� AKT2

2

�106 s−1�
�2

�106 s−1�

ZF and LF 1.757±0.011 0.032±0.002 1.43±0.02 0.41±0.07 0.207±0.001 0.248±0.001 0.43±0.01

ZF 1.750±0.003 0.036±0.002 1.49±0.08 1.37±0.12 0.203±0.002 0.216±0.011 0.28±0.04

ZF 5.081±0.011 0.036±0.003 2.93±0.10 14.7±0.8 0.205±0.002 0.206±0.009 0.22±0.03
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FIG. 3. �Color online� T dependences of �a� normalized asym-
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, �b� relaxation rates �i, and �c� � for KCO with x=0.6.
The data were obtained by global fitting the wTF spectra below
100 K using Eq. �4�. The broken line in �b� represents �TF esti-
mated by the global fitting. Small �red� open and solid circles in �a�
and �b� represent the data estimated from the ZF spectrum �see
Table II�. � was measured both in field-cooling �FC� and zero-field-
cooling �ZFC� modes with H=100 Oe.
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crease� in NATF
�NAfast

� below 30 K, and exhibits a maximum
around 10 K. Note that the analysis of the ZF spectrum pro-
vides a similar result below 5 K.

These behaviors are very consistent with the ��T� curve
obtained in H=100 Oe. That is, as T decreases from 50 K, �
increases rapidly particularly below �20 K, suggesting the
existence of localized moments. Moreover, since the ��T�
curve obtained in field-cooling �FC� mode starts to deviate
from that in zero-field-cooling �ZFC� mode below �20 K, a
spin-glass-like freezing component develops with lowering T
at low T. Furthermore, the fact that VF of the magnetic phase
is estimated as �30% at 1.8 K indicates that the origin of the
localized moments is not by impurities but by an intrinsic
feature of KCO with x=0.6.

2. K4/7CoO2

For KCO with x=4/7, the ZF spectrum exhibits a slow
relaxation with a broad minimum around 10 �s 	see Fig.
1�c�
, which is a typical behavior of a KT signal due to
randomly oriented nuclear magnetic moments of K and 59Co.
Actually, the spectrum was well fitted by a single GDGKT

signal,

A0PZF�t� = AKTGDGKT�t,,�� . �5�

The LF spectrum indicates the static nature ���0� of the
nuclear magnetic moments, in contrast to KCO with x=0.6.
This implies that the fluctuation of localized moments would
affect the static nature of nuclear moments in KCO
with x=0.6; in other words, �2 could also be �0 for
K0.6CoO2. Since �1.8 K�=0.188
106 s−1 and �10 K�
=0.183
106 s−1,  is found to be almost independent of T,
as expected. In addition, these values are comparable to
those of 2 listed in Table II, suggesting the common feature
of the nuclear magnetic field in KxCoO2 with x�0.6. This is
actually in good agreement with the metallic ��T� curve and
Pauli-PM ��T� curve for KCO with x=4/7 �see Fig. 1�. In
contrast to KCO with x=0.6, in which localized moments
appeared below 30 K �VF�30% �, the whole x=4/7 sample
is Pauli PM even at 1.8 K. Therefore, there is a clear phase
boundary �xcr� of magnetic nature of KCO between x=0.6
and 4/7; that is, a Curie-Weiss-like metal for KCO with x
�xcr, whereas a Pauli-PM metal for x	xcr, as in the case for
NCO �xcr�0.62�.23

3. �-K0.5CoO2

Only the x=0.5 sample exhibits clear oscillations at
1.8 K. Figure 4 shows that the Fourier transform spectrum of
the ZF-�+SR time spectrum depends strongly on T below
55 K: above 45 K, the spectrum consists of two sharp peaks;
for 20�T	45 K, it splits into up to three relatively weak
peaks; and below 15 K, the peak around 0.8 MHz is
dominant, with two or three side peaks. This behavior
is similar to that observed for single crystals of
�-K�0.5CoO2,1,11 �-Na0.5CoO2,13 and a polycrystalline
sample of �-Na0.5CoO2.12 Indeed the ZF-�+SR spectrum at
1.8 K was well fitted by a combination of four oscillatory
signals with a common phase and two exponentially relax-

ation signals. One of the latter is due to slowly fluctuating
moments and the other corresponds for a “1/3 tail” caused
by the AF component parallel to the initial muon spin polar-
ization,

A0PZF�t� = �
i=1

4

AAF,i cos���,it + ��exp�− �it�

+ Aslow exp�− �slowt� + Atail exp�− �tailt� , �6�

where � is the initial phase of the precession, Ai are the
asymmetries, �i �i=1–4� are exponential relaxation rates,
and ��,i are the muon Larmor frequencies of the four signals.

Since � ranges between −10° and −20° below 45 K, the
static AF order is found to be commensurate to the crystal
lattice,19 as in the case for the �−K0.49CoO2 crystal. Figure 5
shows the T dependences of �a� muon precession frequencies
�f i
2����,i�, �b� normalized asymmetries �NAi

�, �c� �i for
the two nonoscillatory signals, �d� �, and �e� d� /dT for
�-K0.5CoO2. Note that NAtail

was fixed as 1/3 in the whole T
range below TN. The complex T dependence of f i is basically
the same to that for �-K�0.5CoO2 �see Fig. 6�, suggesting
that the change in the �+ sites is due to charge ordering at
20 K, as is the case for �-Na0.5CoO2 at 58 K.13 That is, there
are mainly four �+ sites below TCO, whereas three sites be-
tween TCO and TN. This is qualitatively reasonable, because
the number of potential minima below TCO, near the CoO2
plane where �+’s are located so as to bind to O2− ions, is
expected to be larger than that above TCO due to inhomoge-
neous charge distribution in the charge-order state. Further-
more, according to neutron scattering experiments on
�-Na0.5CoO2, magnetic Bragg peaks appear below TN and
their intensity increases monotonically, i.e., order-parameter-
like with decreasing T, without detectable changes at
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Temperature dependence of the Fourier
transform of the ZF-�+SR time spectrum for �-K0.5CoO2.
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TCO.23,24 This is also supported by 23Na- and 59Co-NMR
experiments.23,25 Therefore, the long-range magnetic order
detected by neutrons does not change at TCO, while the �+’s
experience a different field below and above TCO. In order to
explain this discrepancy, it is most likely that the �+’s
change their sites below and above TCO, as will be discussed
in more detail later.

The normalized total asymmetry �NAtotal
=�NAi

� is almost
1 below 55 K. This means that the whole sample enters into
the magnetic phase below TN �VF�100% �. Here, the nor-
malized asymmetry for the AF signals ��AAF,i� is estimated
as �0.5 and NAslow

�0.1 below TCO, although NAAF
�NAslow

�1/3 between TCO and TN. In order to explain the decrease

in NAAF
above TCO, we assume that the AF structure of the

CoO2 plane in �-K0.5CoO2 is similar to that of �-Na0.5CoO2,
i.e., in the alternating arrangement of Co�3.5−��+ �S=0� and
Co�3.5+��+ �S=1/2� chains along the b axis, the neighboring
Co�3.5+��+ spins, which are parallel to the chain �a axis�, are
coupled antiferromagnetically �see Fig. 7�.24,25

According to the electrostatic potential calculation on
�-Na0.5CoO2, the �+’s are most likely to sit above O1 �below
O2� ions, i.e., at site 1 with z�0.18 �and site 2 with z�
−0.18�, where muons are �1 Å away from the O ions.
Above TCO, site 1 is electrostatically equivalent to site 2. The
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Temperature dependences of �a� muon
precession frequencies �f i
2����,i�, �b� normalized asymmetries
NAAF

, NAslow
, NAtail

, and NAtotal
, where AAF=�AAF,i, NAtail

=1 /3, and
NAtotal

=NAAF
+NAslow

+NAtail
, �c� �slow and �tail, �d� �, and �e� d� /dT

of the ��T� curve in Fig. 1�a� for �-K0.5CoO2. The data were ob-
tained by fitting the ZF spectrum using Eq. �3�. � was measured
both in FC and ZFC modes with H=100 Oe.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Temperature dependences of muon pre-
cession frequencies for two single crystal samples of �a�
�-K0.49CoO2 �Ref. 1� and �b� �-K0.48CoO2 �Ref. 11�. The former is
metallic down to 2 K, while the latter exhibits a metal-insulator
transition at 20 K. The microscopic magnetic nature detected by
�+SR is, however, similar for these two crystals, suggesting that the
charge order occurs even in the former metallic crystal on the order
of the muon spatial scale sensitivity, i.e., within the few nearest
neighbors.
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FIG. 7. �Color online� AF and charge-order states of the CoO2

plane with the average Co valence=3.5, determined by neutron and
NMR for �-Na0.5CoO2 �Refs. 24 and 25�. � is estimated below 0.2.
Arrows represent the AF-coupled Co moment, large circles Co ions,
and small circles O ions. The Co ions are at z=0 and O1 ions at
z=0.09 �O2 ions at z=−0.09�. The �+’s are most likely to sit above
O1 �below O2� ions, i.e., at site 1 with z�0.18 �site 2 with z�
−0.18�, where the �+’s are �1 Å away from the O ions. Above
TCO, site 1 is electrostatically equivalent to site 2. The K �Na� ions
are located above either Co or O ions at z=0.25 each with occu-
pancy of 0.25.
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K �Na� ions can be located above either Co or O ions with
z=0.25. When K �Na� ion is above the top-right Co ion, it
forces the �+ at site 1 to shift its position toward the middle
of the bottom edge of the triangle, while the K �Na� ion
above the O2 ion will shift the �+ position at site 1 toward
the bottom-right Co ion. Therefore, although site 1 is crys-
tallographically unique and equivalent to site 2 above TCO,
several crystallographically inequivalent �+ sites exist
around site 1 �site 2� in the lattice depending on the position
and occupancy of K �Na� ions. The �+’s at and/or around site
1, which is nearer to the AF-coupled chain than site 2, are
expected to detect a static AF field, whereas the �+’s at
and/or around site 2, a weak and/or random field. As a result,
almost 1 /3 of the �+’s 	=�Atotal−Atail� /2
 provide the Aslow

signal.
Below TCO, on the other hand, in order to keep local

charge neutrality, the K �Na� ions are thought to change their
position slightly to increase �decrease� the density distribu-
tion around the Co�3.5−��+ �Co�3.5+��+� stripe. The majority of
the �+’s are therefore likely to sit at and/or around site 1,
resulting in larger NAAF

��0.5� and f i’s below TCO than those
above TCO ��1/3�. This explanation is reasonable and quali-
tatively consistent with the experimental result. In order for
further understanding the detail of the changes in f i’s at TCO,
we, however, need to know the precise structural information
as a function of T especially below TN and TCO, although
such data are currently unavailable. In particular, since �+’s
feel a repulsive force from the K+ ions as described above,
the accurate position and occupancy of the K+ ions are cru-
cial information to determine and/or calculate the origin of
the four f i’s seen in Fig. 5�a�.

The difference in the magnitude between �slow and �tail is
also consistent with the above discussion. This is because the
Aslow signal is considered to come from the �+’s located near
the CoO2 planes. Even for the �+’s located at site 2, muon
spins are still depolarized by the AF-coupled Co moments in
the neighboring chains.

The ��T� curve obtained in FC mode 	�FC�T�
 with H
=100 Oe indicates a small change in slope at TN, and the
difference between the �FC�T� and �ZFC�T� curves becomes
larger below around TCO than that above TCO, suggesting the
appearance of a ferrimagnetic component, if the AF structure
is the same to that for �-Na0.5CoO2. On the other hand, as T
decreases from 80 K, the d� /dT�T� curve starts to decrease
from 0 below around TN, monotonically decreases down to
TCO, and then rapidly decreases with further decreasing T.

4. Comparison with �-K0.5CoO2

Referring back to Figs. 5�a� and 6, we wish to emphasize
again that the magnetic nature of �-K0.5CoO2 is very similar
to that of �-K�0.5CoO2. The arrangement of the Co ions
along the c axis in the � phase is different from that in the �
phase; in the former, the Co ions are located at the same
�x ,y� position to those in the neighboring CoO2 planes due to
the A-B-B-A arrangement of the O ions, whereas in the latter,
at the center of the Co triangular lattice due to the
A-B-B-C-C-A arrangement of the O ions. This means that,
although the interlayer distance for the � phase is almost

equivalent to that for the � phase, the interaction between the
layers in the � phase is negligibly small compared with that
in the � phase. The interplane interaction is therefore most
likely unessential for forming the AF order in K0.5CoO2. This
conclusion is also supported by the fact that �-Na0.5CoO2
exhibits two successive transitions �TN and TCO� at nearly
same temperatures for �-Na0.5CoO2.2,26

Besides a small deviation of TN and TCO with x and/or
stacking sequence, the main difference between the two
phases is the magnitude of the highest f �fmax�; that is,
fmax�T→0 K�=1.8 MHz for the � phase, whereas fmax�T
→0 K�=1.5 MHz for the � phase. If we ignore the effect of
K+ ions on the �+ sites, dipole field calculations provide the
ratio of fmax between the � and the � phase as �1.02, being
too small for explaining the experimental results. The �+’s at
and/or around site 1 are therefore likely to shift toward mag-
netic Co ions by about 6% in the � phase, compared with the
case in the � phase.

According to recent neutron and x-ray diffraction analyses
on �-K0.5CoO2 at high T, a structural transition from a high-
T hexagonal phase �P63/mmc� to a low-T orthorhombic
phase �Pnmm� occurs at around 550 K due to K order,2 as in
the case for �-Na0.5CoO2.27,28 Similar K order is also ob-
served for �-K0.5CoO2.29 Hence, in spite of the K order in
K4/7CoO2, �-K0.5CoO2, and �-K0.5CoO2, the former is Pauli
PM even at 1.8 K but the latter two are AF below �60 K.
This implies that the K order is not directly connected to the
formation of magnetic order in the CoO2 plane. These results
suggest that the magnetic nature of the CoO2 plane is ap-
proximately understandable by considering the physics only
on one CoO2 plane.

IV. SUMMARY

Three KxCoO2 samples with x=0.6, 4 /7, and 0.5 have
been investigated by means of muon spin spectroscopy in
order to know the change in local magnetic nature with x
near quarter filling �x=1/2�. For the �-K0.6CoO2 sample,
localized moments appear below 20 K but do not order even
at 1.8 K. Combining this with the increase in � at low T,
�-K0.6CoO2 is thought to be a Curie-Weiss metal. On the
other hand, the absence of fast relaxations �nor rotations� in
the ZF-�+SR spectrum shows that the �-K4/7CoO2 sample,
for which the K order enlarges the lattice by seven times in
the c plane, is entirely Pauli paramagnetic down to 1.8 K.
The phase boundary between the CW-PM metal and
Pauli-PM metal is therefore found to exist just below x
=0.6.

Only for the �-K0.5CoO2 sample the quasistatic AF order
appears below 58 K �=TN�, and, moreover, the whole sample
enters into the AF phase below TN, as in the case for
�-K0.5CoO2. Considering the structural difference between �
and � phases, it is found that the interplane �three-
dimensional� interaction is not essential for the AF order of
the CoO2 plane. In addition, the K order is thought to be not
a significant factor for determining the magnetic nature of
the CoO2 plane, based on the comparison with �-K4/7CoO2.
These indicate that the spin and charge orders are intrinsic
feature of the CoO2 plane.
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